FEATURED CONTRIBUTORS

AIDEN THOMAS (THEY/THEM)

BANANA CHAN (SHE/HE/THEY)

JAY JUSTICE (THEY/THEM)
Award-winning editor, cosplayer, and game developer. Featured by SyFy, Disney+, BBC America, Marvel Comics. Advocate for change in POC, LGBTQIA+, and disability communities.

MAD RUPERT (SHE/HE)
Mad Rupert creates webcomics Sakana (workplace comedy) and Robber-Robert (mature sci-fi romance). Notable for Cartoon Network adaptations. Artist for upcoming OGN Bunt!

NGOZI UKAZU (THEY/THEN)

THINGS CHANGE...
Scan the QR code to see the most up-to-date programing schedule PLUS descriptions of all our awesome events!

GGC'23 PROGRAMMING

DIY SCIENCE ZONE
SAT 9AM - 5PM | SUN 9AM - 3PM
In the DIY Science Zone, our highly-trained team of scientists and science educators will guide you through a selection of fun experiments and answer all your questions about their scientific specialty.

VIDEO GAMES (OKOYE)
Potion: A Curious Tale
Kerbal Space Program 2
Microsoft Devices
Seattle Indies
Astrolander
Tower Song
Fungal Fantasy
Pippin’s Mysterious Garden
Rogue Labyrinth
Rocococo
High Desert Eclipse
Unstable Scientific
Maiden Fight VR
The Spirit Lift
Into the Waking Woods
Vago + MAZ Maker
Console & VR Freeply

TABLE TOP (STORM)
Parlour Interactive
Emma Larkins
Flying Frog Productions
First Fish Games
Catan Studios
Funko Games
Playtest NW

GAMING @ GEEKGIRLCOn
SAT 9AM - 10PM | SUN 9AM - 6PM
Hit up gaming at GeekGirlCon to enjoy tons of hosted tabletop games, video games, retro games, boardgame checkout, Let’s Play Stage, tourneys, and so much more!

VIDEO GAMES

GAMES (OKOYE)
Korra
Rey
Furiosa
America
Garnet
Uhura

CONTESTS (OKOYE)
Cosplay Contest!

SUNDAY PANELS & WORKSHOPS

START | ROOM | PANEL/WORKSHOP
9:30 | Garnet | So You Wanna Be an Author
9:30 | Furiosa | Cutie Honey & the Rise of the Magical Girl
10:00 | America | The Science of the Post-Apocalypse
10:00 | Rey | GeekGirlScouts & Comics for Young Readers
10:00 | Korra | Court Dancing Workshop
11:00 | Garnet | How to Become a Board Game Designer
11:00 | Furiosa | Storytelling through Games
11:00 | America | World of Warblaves
11:00 | Rey | The Gamer Mom Perspective
11:00 | Korra | Learn to Draw Monsters!
12:00 | Garnet | Seeing Yourself in Young Adult
12:00 | Furiosa | Transracial Adoptees: We’re in Fandoms!
12:00 | Rey | Geeks Who Sing (Halloween)
1:00 | Cora | Gender Neutral Language Techniques
1:00 | America | How to Self-Publish & Promote Your Games
1:00 | Uhura | Love Your Shelf: A Personalized Book
2:00 | Garnet | Cosplay Contest!
2:00 | Furiosa | The Past, Present, and Future of AI
2:00 | Rey | Making it Gay...or Trans, or Neurodivergent, or Ethnic...and More!
3:00 | America | How to Turn Your Big Idea Into a Playable Tabletop RPG
3:00 | Garnet | Gender Comedy Workshop
3:00 | Furiosa | Anime Feminist: Exploring Anime through an Intersectional Feminist Lens
3:00 | Rey | Mapping The Interior of Indigenous Horror
4:00 | America | How to Weave Current Tech & Science into Speculative Future Novels
4:00 | Garnet | How to Make Games More Like Us!
4:00 | Furiosa | Women in Horror
4:00 | Rey | Making Games Like Us!
5:00 | Garnet | The Art of Publishing a Graphic Novel
5:00 | Furiosa | Female Artists in the Boudoir!
5:00 | Rey | "If I could do it again, I’d wake up early": Why Andor Matters
6:00 | Garnet | Design a Board Game
6:00 | Furiosa | How to Win A Pitch Competition
6:00 | Rey | Not just SciFi: Trans Identities in SFF
8:00 | Garnet | Pop-Up Murder Mystery Parties
8:00 | Furiosa | The Science of the Post-Apocalypse
8:00 | Rey | Geeks Who Sing (Halloween)

COSPLAY CONTEST
SAT 2PM | GARNET
Don’t miss the incredible artistry and dedication on display as participants bring beloved characters to life. Join us for a journey into the world of imagination & creativity!
**Kids Cosplay Celebration**
**Sun 2PM | Garnet**

It's the geeklet's turn! Join us as we celebrate the creative spirit of our youngest geeks. Sign up at Registration, all kiddos must be accompanied by their grown-up.

---

**Saturday Meetups (Alloy)**

**9:00** YouTubers, Podcasters, Influencers: Amplifying Voices, Inspiring Change

**10:30** STEAM: Igniting Curiosity, Fueling Innovation

**12:00** Women in Tech: Shattering the Silicon Ceiling

**1:30** Book Swap!

**4:00** POC: Cultivating Cultural Richness

**5:30** Sci-fi Writers/Fan-fiction Writers: Beyond Boundaries: Exploring Alternate Realities

---

**Saturday Gaming Events**

**11:00 Storm** CATAN Tournament

**11:15 Okoye** Let's Play The Heart of the Dungeon

**12:30 Okoye** Mask of the Rose with Fake Geek Girls

**3:00 Storm** King of Tokyo Tournament

**Okoye** Let's Play Star Wars Rivals! with Funko

**5:00 Storm** Late Night Nostalgia Mystery Tournament

---

**Sunday Meetups (Alloy)**

**9:00** K-Pop: Rhythm of the Soul

**10:30** Anime: Venture into the World of Anime

**12:00** LGBTQIA+: Breaking Barriers and Embracing Diversity

**1:30** Makers & Crafters & Innovators: Building Dreams, Crafting Reality

**4:00** Barbie: Empowering Through Play

**5:30** Social Media Trends: Navigating the Ever-Changing Landscape

---

**Sunday Gaming Events**

**10:00 Okoye** D20 Dames Return to Emerald Forest Adventure Con

**11:00 Storm** Sparkle Kitty Tournament

**12:00 Okoye** Astronaut: The Best with Universal Happymaker

**1:15 Okoye** Let's Play Destiny with BravoBecca & GGC

**3:00 Okoye** Avatar: The Last Airbender Crossroads of Destiny with Funko

---

**Sunday Panels & Workshops**

**START ROOM PANEL/WORKSHOP**

**9:30** Rey Explore Gatalenta, A Star Wars Planet, Through Chair Movement and Meditation

**Furiosa** Fan Spaces as a Female Gateway

**Garnet** Write now!: Getting the Idea Out of Your Head and Onto the Page

**10:00** America Crafting Virtual Realms with Mozilla Hubs & Blender

**Uhura** Once Upon A Bookish Cosplay

**Korra** 10k Pounds a Year: Regency Dance

**11:00** Furiosa The Great Board Game Design Show

**Rey** How Femininity isn't to be Underestimated

**11:30** Garnet Kamino Temple Presents - Hold, and Release: A Star Wars Story

**America** Bugs Did It First: Biomimicry, Fantastic Feats & How Humans Learn From Nature

**Uhura** Gender & Genre Benders: Librarians Suggest Your Next SF/F Read

**Korra** Cosplay Figure Drawing

**12:30** Furiosa [C89.5 Panel/Workshop]

**Garnet** Public-Facing Roles in Game Dev

**Rey** New Woke Same Old Slumber

**1:00** Korra Having Fun Isn't Hard When You Have a Library Card

**America** Girl Scouts of Western WA Film Festival

**Uhura** Once More With Feeling: Our Favorite Musical Episodes

**2:00** Garnet Kid's Cosplay Celebration

**Furiosa** Tea TRPG The Talk Show: Live!

**Rey** Geeks Who Sing (Disney)

**2:30** Korra Let's make a book together!

**America** ROM Hacking to Fan Translate a Video Game

**Uhura** Genre & Subgenre in Fanfiction

**3:30** Furiosa 5 questions about game development you wanted to know (but were afraid to ask)

**Garnet** Surviving a Zombie Apocalypse Rez Style

**Rey** The Gateway to IT Careers: Helpdesk Technician

**4:00** Korra Answering calls for submissions – and standing out

**America** Cosplay Sewing 101

**Uhura** Star Trek: What's Next? Presented by Star Trek Quarterly

**5:00** Garnet Real Nerds of Comedy